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SOME PROPERTIES OF THE BALAYAGE OF MEASURES ON A HARMONIC SPACE by Corneliu CONSTANTINESCU
Let X be a harmonic space with a countable basis satisfying the axioms Ho, Hi, Ha, Hs [2] and such that there exists a locally bounded positive potential on X. Let us denote by ^To the set of finite continuous potentials on X, which are harmonic outside a compact set of X, and by A the set of (positive Radon) measures on X for which the potentials from So are integrable. For any |tGA and any AcX there exists a uniquely determined measure ^A e A such that It will be proved in this paper that for any |i E A and any subsets A, B of X we have^A UB ^ ^A ^ ŵ here ^A V P® denotes the smallest measure on X greater then [j^ and IJL". This will allow us to give direct proofs for some theorems about the balayage of measures, which are known only by the devious way of Markov processes. These theorems read as follows :
1° £^7^ e.» characterises the thinness of A at x, where s^ denotes the unit mass at the point x e X; 2° there exists a finite continuous potential p on X such that for any A c X the set { x E X [ R^ (x) < p (x) } is exactly the set of points of X where A is thin; 6° let p-be a measure on X such that any compact set which is thin at any point of X is of [^-measure zero. With the aid of 2° we show first that any fine open set is [i-measurable and then that [x possesses a fine carrier (i.e. a smallest fine closed set with complement of pL-measure zero) which is a Gs set not thin at any of its points. This last result has important consequences in the study of Markov processes on a harmonic space. This paper is a continuation of [2] . It is supposed that the reader has read it or [1] . 
\i-(p-q)\<L
et g be a function of JC+ whose support lies in U, smaller than 1 on X and equal to 1 on K. We set
( 2 ) This lemma was proved by N. Boboc, A. Cornea and the author in a paper which has not yet appeared. We introduce this lemma only for the purpose of extending the results to the more general set of measures A. The reader which is interested only in the balayage of measures with compact carriers may omit this lemma.
We denote by ^C, the set of nonnegative continuous real functions on X with compact support.
By [2] remark of proposition 3.3 p and q are finite continuous potentials on X and by [2] proposition 3.2 they are harmonic outside the support of g. Hence p, q e ^Co. Moreover
The function on X equal to p on K and equal to q on X -K is hyperharmonic ([1] Satz. 1.3.10) and greater than ^/. Hence q ^ p on X -K. Since p ^ q on X, p, q possess the required properties.
The second assertion follows immediately from the remark that for any / G JC+ R/ belongs to So ([2] proposition 3.2 and remark of proposition 3.3). We remark that if ^ is another nonnegative hyperharmonic function on X smaller than s then (^;A,B)^;A,B).
Let p, q be two potentials of ^To, q ^ p. Then r^-^rf^A+^B.^AuB)
By lemma 1.1 it follows that [v^ + ^B-[^A UB is a nonnegative measure onX.
Let now s be arbitrary and let us denote 
is trivial. Otherwise Remark. -The relation pAns ^. ^AUB ^ ^A + ^B is not true for any A and B.
We remember that a set A is called thin at a point x e X // there exists a neighbourhood U of x such that
Ri^ (x) < 1. Let U be a neighbourhood of x such that s > a on U. Then
Remark. -In the proof of theorem 1.1 and corollary 1.1 it was not used the fact that X has a countable basis.
A potential p on X is called STRICT if any two measures
for any nonnegative hyperharmonic function s on X.
The existence of a finite continuous strict potential on X can be proved like in [1] Satz 2.7.6. Let us denote by SB the set of subsets of X possessing this property. Let F be a fine closed set and let Fo be the set of points of X where F is not thin. By the preceding corollary Fo is a Borel set and by [4] for any i e I. We set . 
»-> 00
For any x G X we get . From the preceding corollary it follows immediately that any total thin set is [x-negligible. A semipolar set is then also [x-negligible, since it is by definition the union of a countable family of total thin sets. By corollary 1.4 any fine Borel set is [ji-measurable.
By corollary 1.5 the set of (i-negligible fine open sets possesses a largest set. We denote by F its complement.
Let x be a point of F. If F is thin at x, then [x] is semipolar and therefore ji-negligible and ¥-{x} is fine closed. This contradicts the maximality of X -F. Hence F is not thin at any of its points and it is therefore a set of type Gs (corollary 1.3). 
If the family is lower directed and at least one fuction Si is \\.-integrable then igf s^ is \\.-integrable and
The first assertion follows from the fact that inf ^ and A ^i differ On the other hand A ^ differs from lim s^ on a semipolar set ( [4] n e N n-> oc theoreme 1 or [1] Satz 3.3.7) and therefore on a ^-negligible set. We deduce Let (An)ncN be an increasing sequence of relatively compact sets of of X-.K having A as its union and let s be a positive number. For any n G N we can find a non negative hyperharmonic function Sn on X greater than n on An and such that Let K be a compact set contained in the fine interior of X-A and let p be a locally bounded strict potential on X. From lemma 2.1 it follows that there exists a decreasing sequence (pn)neN °^ locally bounded potentials on X equal to p on A and such that lim f pn d^ = / R^ d^.
We set for any n G N and any £ > 0
Since Bn. < is thin at any point of Cn. e we get by corollary 1.2 C^C^EXIR^GC)^^)}.
Since Bn. c is a fine neighbourhood of A we get from the preceding lemmâ On K-C we have p ^ lim pn. Hence
•/ / K-C n->wJ K^< Since A is thin at any point of K it follows that p -R^ is positive on K. We deduce therefore from this relation Let K be a compact subset of A-{x} and let (Un),,^ ^e a ^e" creasing sequence of open sets forming a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of K. We set for any n E N An = C H (A U Un), Cn=C--U^.
By theorem 1.1 we get
Let p be a potential of ^So. By [2] theorem 3.3 we have R^+R^^R^+R?" 00 .
Let e be a positive number and po be a finite positive potential on X. By lemma 2.1 there exists a nonnegative hyperharmonic function on X greater than p on K such that^0
0<R?00+£
Since p is continuous the set [y G X [ p (y) < s (y) + £ po (y)} is a neighbourhood of K. Hence it contains an Un for a sufficiently large n and we get
•^ TT ("> P ^ TT R p" 00 ^ R^ 00 ^ ^ 00 + s po 00 < R? (x) + e + £ po 00.
On the other hand if a nonnegative hyperharmonic functions is greater than p on A n Un then it is greater than p on its fine closure which contains K. Hence R^R;^.
Using the obtained inequalities we get
Rf (x) + R^ (x) ^ i^OO + R^ (x) + e + £po 00.
£ being arbitrary we deduce lim R^" (A:) = R^ 00. Suppose now that x does not belong to the fine closure of C -A. Then by theorem 1.1 and theorem 2.1.
£S ({x}) ^ ^ ({x}) + C^W) == ^ ({x}).
This relation and the first assertion of the lemma implies the second assertion of the lemma.
If A is not thin at x, then C is not thin at x and we get (corollary 1.1) =rp^An. 
